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Chapter 581: Confronting The Red Dragon Queen 

I already had researched similar monsters to the Red Lesser Dragons, particularly, the Young Red 

Dragons and the Adult Red Dragons, both high level monsters in the Volcanic Lands of the Demon 

Continent, which seemed to be of the same family as these Lesser versions. 

These monsters, naturally, were weak to a few elements, however, the element all fire-type monsters 

are universally weak to is… Water! Nobody in our team can conjure water though, ice doesn't work as 

well unless it is powered up to the extreme like with Nieve, but that's not something we can easily 

replicate. 

But why bother? When I can just bring the water myself! After having Leveled up my Spirit Magic Skill to 

level 8, new Spells were unlocked, and one of them was Water Spirit Call, alongside two, powerful 

offensive spells! 

"[Water Spirit Call]!" 

FLAAASH! 

Dozens of Water Spirits gathered around my aura, some of them big and strong, coming from 

underground Water Dragon Veins, and others were lesser water spirits sprouted from my terrain. 

I gathered all of their might together into a big sphere of pure spiritual water, and then… I went 

completely loose! 

"[Disastrous Rivers]! [Wrathful Ocean Waves]!" 

SPLAAASH SPLAAAASH! SPLAAAAASH! SPLAAAAAASSSH! 

Several spiraling water currents emerged in midair, piercing across the bodies of dozens of Red Lesser 

Dragons in an instant. Alongside that, a gigantic wave completely engulfed over twenty of them into a 

huge explosion of high pressurized water! 

BOOOOOOOOMMMM!!! 

Because their bodies are constantly in a high temperature, lowering that temperature abruptly by 

splashing them with really cold water can make their entire body functions stop immediately. 

Dealing massive, critical, and super effective damage as a result! 

Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! 

Suddenly, I noticed several system notifications all at once. over twenty of these dragons died after my 

combination of powerful Water Magic Attacks! 

W-Woah, was water magic all that mighty against these guys?! I instantly killed most of them! 

Well, everyone else was weakening them already, so I won't take all the credit. 

"A-Amazing firepower!" Acorn said in surprise. "Or maybe I should had said waterpower?" 
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"It was indeed very effective!" Mark said. "It is a pity I can only use fire and nature magic… Wait, I can 

also summon my own spirits though." 

"I wonder if there could be a way to enchant us with water magic damage?" Wondered Lily. 

"Wait, that's it!" I quickly realized it, as I swiftly summoned dozens of Water Spirits from both Dragon 

Veins and my own Spirit Sprouts. 

FLAAAASH!!! 

I quickly gathered them in the palm of my hands, and then imbued them into the weapons of all my 

friends, their concentrated powers resembling rivers of bright azure water traveling everywhere. 

Not only their weapons, but armor and even their own bodies, they were fully enchanted by Water 

Spirit's powers! 

"[Spirit Infusion]!" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLAAASH! 

Ding! 

[You have imbued over a hundred Water Spirits and Lesser Water Spirits into the weapons, armor, and 

bodies of your allies!] 

[For a set amount of time, their Weapons will deal primarily Water-type Damage, and their Armor will 

receive less damage from Fire Attribute Damage.] 

[Additionally, their bodies now overflow with Water Spirit Power! All Water-type Damage has increased 

by +100%, and they can now conjure basic Water Attribute Magic until the duration of their buff 

expires.] 

[Duration: 10 Minutes.] 

Amazing! It worked better than I thought, and of course, I did the same thing with myself, as my body 

continuously overflowed with the mighty and relentless power of the water element. 

"Oooh?! This is fantastic!" Mark said in surprise. 

"Amazing! We can even use water magic? No way!" Rita was shocked. 

"This suits me well as a slime!" Jenny smiled, quickly dividing her body. 

"Then we've gotta do our own part!" Acorn said. 

"I feel somewhat refreshed, the surrounding heat is not as agonizing anymore…" Lily sighed in relief. 

"Then let's get em'!" I roared, charging forwards with everyone else. 

Thanks to our new buffs, the Lesser Red Dragons were not as powerful anymore. Their surrounding 

enviorenment and hard defenses, coupled with powerful firepower made them rather dangerous. 



But once I enchanted everyone with the Water Spirits, the tides of battle changed much more. The 

mages like Rita, Acorn, and I conjured constant torrents of highly pressurized water, blasting whole 

holes over the bodies of these mighty beasts. 

Meanwhile, the more physical fighters such as Mark, Lily, and Nieve stepped forwards almost fearlessly, 

taking much less damage from fire damage, and dealing strong water damage using their weapons, in 

just a couple of minutes, we had already devastated most of the Lesser Red Dragons in the vicinity… 

RUMBLE! RUMBLE! RUMBLE! 

And as if that couldn't be enough, the one we've been originally seeking finally emerged, the ground 

around us shaking furiously, as a gigantic shadowy figure emerged from the very depths of the lava 

itself. 

SPLAAAAASSSH!!! 

Gigantic, being of over fifty meters of height. The beast was much bigger than we expected the ruler of 

the lesser red dragons to be… Covered on red scales, and possesing a long, scaled neck with a big head 

filled with sharp teeth, with arms and legs that looked like they had flipper-like adaptations, and 

possesing a long, three-tipped tail. 

The behemoth ruler of the Lesser Red Dragons emerged! It actually kind of resembled a red scaled 

plesiosaurus… 

Ding! 

[The Ruler of all Lesser Red Dragons has begun to move, insulted by your aggressiveness against her 

kin!] 

[The powerful [Greater Red Dragon Queen: Lv 120] has stepped in!] 

[Her very presence exudes a powerful [Draconic Aura of Blaze], all Fire-type allies Stats have increased 

by +30%, and their HP Regeneration Speed has increased by +100%!] 

[The power of her [Draconic Aura of Blaze] is generating a powerful Domain, taking over the Tiles you've 

created!] 

As she emerged, the dragon's very presence exuded a shockwave of flames, taking over my expanded 

territory and burning it all… This was to be expected, I had already fought similar beasts before too. 

"Alright! Let's get this over with!" 
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Chapter 582: A Fight Against Flames 

Ding! 

[The Ruler of all Lesser Red Dragons has begun to move, insulted by your aggressiveness against her 

kin!] 

[The powerful [Greater Red Dragon Queen: Lv 120] has stepped in!] 
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[Her very presence exudes a powerful [Draconic Aura of Blaze], all Fire-type allies Stats have increased 

by +30%, and their HP Regeneration Speed has increased by +100%!] 

[The power of her [Draconic Aura of Blaze] is generating a powerful Domain, taking over the Tiles you've 

created!] 

[The [Spiritual Forest Terrain] Tile has been forcefully transformed into [Blazing Volcanic Terrain] Tile!] 

[The [Spiritual Forest Terrain] Tile has been forcefully transformed into [Blazing Volcanic Terrain] Tile!] 

[The [Spiritual Forest Terrain] Tile has been forcefully transformed into [Blazing Volcanic Terrain] Tile!] 

[The [Spiritual Forest Terrain] Tile has been forcefully transformed into [Blazing Volcanic Terrain] Tile!] 

[The [Spiritual Forest Terrain] Tile has been forcefully transformed into [Blazing Volcanic Terrain] Tile!] 

[The [Spiritual Forest Terrain] Tile has been forcefully transformed into [Blazing Volcanic Terrain] Tile!] 

[…] 

As she emerged, the dragon's very presence exuded a shockwave of flames, taking over my expanded 

territory and burning it all… This was to be expected, I had already fought similar beasts before too. 

"Alright! Let's get this over with!" 

"ROOOOOOAAARRRRR!!!" 

Without even waiting for us to attack her first, the Red Dragon Queen opened her gigantic maws and 

unleashed an explosive breath of volcanic lava and flames, as if she was vomiting all the lava she had 

swallowed while swimming in that huge pool of molten stone! 

BOOOOOOOOMMMM!!! 

SPLAAAASH! 

Not only a gigantic explosion engulfed our surroundings, but an endless wave of pure lava constantly 

emerged from everywhere her potent breath touched! Now I get why her neck is so damn long, she uses 

it to store tons of lava and flames, so she can continue firing her deadly breath for a really prolonged 

time. 

"If this continues we'll be out of Mana before we can even do a thing! We can't let that dragon continue 

burning Planta's terrain!" Mark said. 

"I guess we'll have to get more serious then!" Rita roared, suddenly waving her hand, and gathering 

large quantities of Malice Essence from her Orb which she had gathered beforehand. "[Malice Dark 

Magic]: [Gates of the Underworld]!" 

FLAAAAAASSSH!!! 

Rita went all-out from the start, as she gathered tremendous quantities of pure darkness and death 

energy in front of the gigantic dragon queen, which gathered and formed into an enormous, black gate 

opening and leading to a dangerous underworld! 



TRUUUUUMMMMM…! 

Countless of gigantic phantasmal and shadow hands emerged, grabbing the beast, and trying to pull it 

into the gates. Constant damage was being inflicted upon it, while it was also being temporarily bound! 

"Amazing!" Nieve praised Rita's magic. 

"This spell barely works for a few seconds, attack it while it is bound!" Rita said. 

Because the monster was completely surrounded by deadly lava, attacking the queen directly by moving 

to her body was very dangerous. One wrong step and we would fall into the deadly lava and die almost 

instantly, my barrier couldn't completely resist lava, and it would shatter after being exposed to its fiery 

power too much. 

But of course, lava is not an indestructible component. In fact, far from it. Being just really hot and 

molten rock, the easy solution is, of course… 

Tons of water! 

"[Water Spirit Call]!!!" I roared, stepping over the hard stone while spreading my grass and flowers 

everywhere my Spirit Terrain expanding, generating more spirit energy and mana, and at the same time, 

more spirits! 

The Water Spirits gathered above my body, as I quickly conjured their powerful magic once more. 

However, to mix things up, I also combined their magic with the powers of my friends through Spirit 

Infusion and my own personal magic, which I had discovered I could conjure to an extent even in BNLO! 

"[Spiritual Mana Connection]! Now, everyone! [Great Oceanic Vortex]!!!" 

TRUUUUUUMMMM…! 

With everybody's might and Mana, our auras converged together into a gigantic, spiraling vortex of pure 

ocean spirit water, resembling an azure-colored beam of highly pressurized energy! 

BOOOOOOOOMMMMM!!! 

It hit the Red Dragon Queen with tremendous, oceanic might. The water splashed not only over its 

heated body, but also all of her surroundings, the lava instantly cooled down into stone, and started 

trapping her entire body. Just in time when Rita's magic stopped working. 

"GRYYYYYAAAEEERRGHH…!!!" 

The Red Dragon Queen's HP Bar took a very big hit, as over 20% of her entire HP was lost in that single 

attack! To make things worse, we relentlessly continued attacking. 

"[Disastrous Rivers]! [Wrathful Ocean Waves]!" 

SPLAAASH SPLAAAASH! SPLAAAAASH! SPLAAAAAASSSH! 

More of my water magic spells were conjured one after another, beams and explosions of cold water 

weakened her more and more. 

"[Ocean Kraken Beast Spirit]!" 



FLAAAASH! 

"GRUOOOHHH!" 

And Mark himself also conjured a brand-new Beast Spirit, something he had unlocked just recently, 

resembling a gigantic kraken made of pure azure water attribute spiritual energy and mana! 

With its gigantic tentacles, it attacked the enormous dragon queen constantly. The deadly blows cooled 

down her high temperature body, weakening her and making her body stiff. 

"SHYAAAAH!" 

Desperate to survive, she didn't gave up. Over as hundred small magic circles were summoned around 

her entire body in mere seconds, hundreds of small blazing meteors started falling towards us one after 

another! 

Ding! 

[The [Greater Red Dragon Queen: Lv 120] has conjured her [Dragon Meteor] Ability!] 

[Gigantic Meteors made of pure blazing dragon flames will fall around all foes! Once hitting the surface 

of something, the meteors will explode and spread deadly flames that will take over any terrain!] 

"This is a new move!" I said in surprise. "Acorn! Rita! Help me out on this one!" 

"Okay Lady Planta!" Acorn agreed rather quickly. 

"What are you planning?!" Rita wondered. 

I combined my Mana and Spiritual Energy Aura with the two of them, and then gathered more and more 

Water Spirits that were being constantly born from my ever-expanding terrain. 

"Just follow me and imbue your magic into this spell!" 

I combined my Spirit Sanctuary Skill with these Water Spirits, and then, the Magic and might of Acorn 

and Rita, especially Acorn's Divine Powers and Rita's Darkness Magic, which was very dense and strong. 

"[Spiritual Oceanic Barrier]!" 

FLAAAAASSSH! 
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Chapter 583: Poison Against Fire 

"[Spirit Fusion]! [Spirit Infusion]!" 

I combined my Spirit Sanctuary Skill with these Water Spirits, and then, the Magic and might of Acorn 

and Rita, especially Acorn's Divine Powers and Rita's Darkness Magic, which was very dense and strong. 

"[Spiritual Oceanic Barrier]!" 

FLAAAAASSSH! 
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A gigantic wave of oceanic spiritual water emerged in front of all of us, shielding us from the gigantic 

meteors, and quickly destroying the upon contact! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

"RAAAARRGGHH…!" The furious Great Red Dragon Queen quickly starter tearing down the rocks 

surrounding her, as more lava surged from beneath them. 

At the same time, her attack of Dragon Meteors finally finished, only for her to do something we didn't 

expect her to do! 

TRUUUUMM…! 

With a single wipe of her gigantic tail into the floor, she broke down thousands of enormous rocks from 

her surroundings, and launched them at us! 

"Oi, this damn thing has more tricks than I imagined!" Rita panicked. "Dammit! [Darkness Magic]: [Mini 

Black Voids]!" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Rita gathered the Mana I shared with her, as she quickly generated thousands of tiny portals of 

darkness, which absorbed the boulders and then redirected them back into the queen, which dealt 

minimal damage though. 

BAAM! BAAM! BAAM! BAAM! BAAM! 

"Amazing Rita!" I congratulated her. 

"Geez! This is not the time to congratulate me!" She sighed. "That thing's going to keep trying to kill us 

with devastating magic, can't you do something?!" 

Our Familiars were currently with us as well, attacking from a long distance to not get too close to the 

dragon. One wrong move and the beast would push them down into the lava, and I wasn't going to risk 

them dying on us, even if Silver and Belle were really strong and could fly, safety was first. 

"At this point, anything goes!" I said, stepping forward and enhancing my entire body with Mana. "[Plant 

Absorption]! [Nature Assimilation]! [Spirit Fusion]!" I started fusing with the countless nature tiles 

surrounding me. My entire body quickly began growing larger. 

However, I directed all of that growth to my right arm, as it grew one, gigantic and muscular wooden 

arm, holding on its hand the [Dual Venomous Spider Queen Knives], which suddenly fused with several 

Spirits together, temporarily transforming into a long black wooden spear with a sharp, purple metallic 

tip. 

Ding! 

[By merging the powers of dozens of Spirits together into your weapon, the [Dual Venomous Spider 

Queen Knives] has temporarily transformed into the [Abyssal Venomous Dark Wooden Spear of 

Corrosion: Jormungandr's Fang] High Spirit!] 

[Summon Duration: 5 Minutes.] 



"[Venomous Viper Drake Queen's Deadly Fangs]!" 

"SHAAAAAHHH!!!" 

The Soul of the Venomous Viper Drake Queen surged from within the spiritual spear, boosting its 

strength even further in exchange for some durability. 

Ding! 

[The Effects of the [Dual Venomous Spider Queen Knives]'s Soul Ability [Venomous Viper Drake Queen's 

Deadly Fangs] have been activated.] 

[The Weapon has lost -1000 Durability, however, for 1 Hour, it can now ignore a foe's Status Effects 

Immunities. Additionally, Poison-type Status Effects Damage will increase by +300% on a target, and any 

attacks will further ignore an additional 25% of the foe's Defenses.] 

[Due to the weapon now being on a temporary transformed state, all effects have been enhanced by 

+100%!] 

"Take… THIS!" 

With all my might and precision, I threw the spear right towards the Red Dragon Queen, her shower of 

fireballs were nothing against the spear, which pierced through all flames and didn't even burn, 

unlashing the ferocious aura of the Venomous Viper Drake Queen's soul imbued into it! 

CLAAAAAAASSSSSHHH!!! 

"GRYYYYAAAAARRRGGGHHHH…!" 

The spear pierced the dragon queen's eye, being tightly stuck in there, and swiftly beginning to imbue 

deadly venom into her entire nervous system! 

"Y-You landed the hit!" Mark was amazed. 

"Wait, you could do that?!" Rita was shocked. 

"Yeah but I'm risking the weapon falling into the lava and melting away, so we have to hurry!" I said. 

"I'm counting on everyone!" 

Ding! 

[You have inflicted the [Greater Red Dragon Queen: Lv120] with [Farma's Deadly Poison], [Paralysis], 

and [Deep Wounds]!] 

[Due to the effects of the [Venomous Viper Drake Queen's Deadly Fangs] Soul Ability, you've been able 

to ignore the foe's Status Effects Resistances!] 

[The [Greater Red Dragon Queen: Lv120] is losing HP with each second! Paralysis has lowered their 

speed and reflexes, and sometimes they won't be able to move properly. Deep Wounds have made so 

their wounds cannot recover so quickly either!] 

[The Special Effect of the [Abyssal Venomous Dark Wooden Spear of Corrosion: Jormungandr's Fang] 

High Spirit has been activated: [Poison of the World Devourer Snake]!] 



[All Inflicted Status Effects are enhanced by +100%, and foe takes +50% more damage from Poison 

Attribute Magic and +100% more Damage from their Elemental Weaknesses!] 

[Additionally, not only HP is lost each second, but also MP and Satiation!] 

"GRYYYYAAAEERGGGGHH…!" 

The Great Red Dragon Queen was agonizing, slowly trying to climb from the pit she had put herself in, 

but we didn't let her come out, with all our might, we started to bombard her with our strongest magic 

spells! 

"[Elemental Triad]! [Fierce Lightning]! [Icicle Spear]! [Blazing Explosion]!" 

Acorn conjured the mighty magic of his Grimoire, now enhanced even further through his own 

Magician-type transformation. 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

"[Malice Darkness Magic]: [Eternal Void]!" 

Rita conjured her strongest Spell as of now, as her Malice Orb merged with a tremendous mass of dark 

magic and dark spirits, opening a void in the middle of our foe, and beginning to deal constant damage! 

TRUUUUUUMMM…! 

"[Totem Beast Spirit Magic]: [Whale Totem Spirit]! [Kraken Totem Spirit]! [Totem Spirit Fusion]!!!" 

Mark conjured a new Spell he learned just recently, fusing a gigantic whale totem spirit made out of 

wood and water and the kraken from before, creating one gigantic chimeric beast that then… merged 

with his own Berserk Sword, taking the shape of a massive anchor! 

"[Divine Poseidon's Anchor Spirit]!" 

CLAAAAAANK! 

Mark valiantly launched the gigantic anchor towards the beast, its chains wrapping around the dragon's 

neck and pushing its head down into the floor, as the anchor constantly generated endless waves of 

oceanic water, dealing critical damage! 

SPLAAAAAAASSSH!!! 
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Chapter 584: A Second Problem Arises! 

"[Totem Beast Spirit Magic]: [Whale Totem Spirit]! [Kraken Totem Spirit]! [Totem Spirit Fusion]!!!" 

By combining both spirits at once and then his own sword, Mark created something similar to what I 

could make, a special type of temporary spirit weapon! 

"[Divine Poseidon's Anchor Spirit]!" 

CLAAAAAANK! 
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Mark valiantly launched the gigantic anchor towards the beast, its chains wrapping around the dragon's 

neck and pushing its head down into the floor, as the anchor constantly generated endless waves of 

oceanic water, dealing critical damage! 

SPLAAAAAAASSSH!!! 

"GRYYYYAAAAEEEERRRGGGHHH…! ROOOOAAAARRGGH…!" 

The Great Red Dragon Queen was losing more and more HP each second. The poison that became even 

worse with Jenny throwing even more at her now that her immunity was pierced, and then the 

paralysis, deep wounds, Jormungandr's poison, and more, her health points were already down to 

almost less than 10%! 

"We can do it!" I roared, as I kept conjuring waves after waves of water and piercing currents of rivers, 

constantly damaging the gigantic health bar of this monster. 

SPLASH! SPLASH! SPLASH! SPLASH! SPLAAASH! 

"Almost there…!" Lily cried, constantly conjuring powerful diamond spikes imbued with water magic, 

named Ocean Diamond Spears. 

"We can do this!" Nieve roared, firing Icicle Spears and unleashing slashing attacks with her rapier that 

reached far away. 

"Come on…!" Jenny said. "Just die already- Huh?!" 

RUMBLE! 

Suddenly, interrupting our battle, a powerful presence emerged from within one of the caves nearby, a 

gigantic shadow came running from far away, bringing along over a hundred smaller dragons with itself! 

"ROOOOOOAARRRR!!!" 

A wingless blue dragon, with enormous black horns resembling a crown emerged out of the blue. It was 

nobody else than… 

Ding! 

[The Ruler of all Lesser Blue Dragons has begun to move, insulted by your aggressiveness against his 

mate!] 

[The powerful [Greater Blue Dragon King: Lv 120] has stepped in!] 

[His very presence exudes a powerful [Draconic Aura of Darkness], all Dark-type allies Stats have 

increased by +30%, and their HP Regeneration Speed has increased by +100%!] 

[The power of her [Draconic Aura of Darkness] is generating a powerful Domain, taking over the Tiles 

you've created!] 

"No way, the other boss is here?!" Rita panicked. "We can't handle two at the same time-" 

"ROOOAAAARRRR!" 



The Great Blue Dragon was much more agile than the red dragon queen! In a mere second, he reached 

us with a single, powerful, and fast leap, his gigantic wolf-like jaws opening wide, about to swallow Rita 

whole! 

"RITA!" 

CLAAAAAASSSH! 

The jaws closed, as I managed to grasp Rita and throw her away before half of my body was bitten away. 

My barrier easily shattered by the mighty bite of a Level 120 Boss! 

"Ungh…! That would had hurt if I wasn't a plant!" I smiled, glaring at the beast munching on my own 

wood, and then quickly swinging its sharp claws at me! 

"ROOOAAARR!" 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLAAAASH! 

"[Nature Assimilation]! [Plant Fusion]!!!" 

FLAAASH! 

My body regrew constantly as I took damage. My barrier shattering each time the blue dragon king's 

attacks hit them! This dragon was much stronger than the others we've got, to be able to shatter my 

barrier so easily! 

"PLANTA!!!" 

Mark stepped forward, his body growing larger and larger as he fused with several Spirit Beast Totems 

at once, growing enormous blazing phoenix wings and punching the blue dragon with giant, wooden 

whale-shaped fists that unleashed explosions of water! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

"GRAAAAH!" 

The Blue Dragon King was hurt rather badly, his defenses were as high. In fact, differently than the other 

dragons, this guy was all about speed and offense. But his defenses were mediocre at best. 

"RAAAAARRGGH!" 

However, with a roar, it unleashed a deadly beam from its jaws of pure darkness, blowing Mark and my 

body away from the scene! 

BOOOOOOOOMMMMM!!! 

"S-Shit! Everything's going to shit!" Rita panicked, quickly using her darkness to grab everyone with her 

and run away from the fierce attacks of the blue dragon king, which came accompanied with an army of 

a hundred blue dragons to boot! 

"GRAAAARRGHH!" The Blue Dragon roared with utter fury, firing giant fireballs made of black flames at 

us, constant explosions happened everywhere! 



BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

"Mark! Are you okay?!" I asked. 

"Nothing but a flesh wound, hahah." Mark laughed, he used his gigantic body to protect mine, as he 

looked all tattered, falling into pieces… 

"Hang on! I'll heal you right up!" I said. 

My very presence expanded everywhere, terrain grew into Spiritual Forest Tiles, and our Mana and HP 

started beginning to heal back. 

However, Mark was heavily wounded, and the regeneration was based on total HP we currently had, 

because he had such low HP, his health points weren't coming back as quick as I wanted. 

Even worse, his body was cursed by that blast of darkness, and he was taking constant HP, MP, and 

Satiation Damage. The curse was named [Evil Dragon Curse] and was deadly! 

"Let's see, this isn't something that can be healed easily!" I said, as Mark was popping constant potions 

to heal himself, but it wasn't working properly. 

FLAAASH! 

I gathered my powers into the palm of my hand, combining several Green Magic Spells and Spirits of the 

Land and Nature together, and then, adding several potions into the mix! 

"[Spiritual Fusion]!" 

FLUOOSH! 

A beautiful, green-colored elixir was born! 

Ding! 

[You have created the Spiritual Concoction: [All-Healing Yggdryad's Panacea (A+++ Rank)]!] 

[This powerful Panacea only works the best on Spirits, giving subpar effects on non-spirit targets!] 

It was a special potion designed for spirits that could heal just anything! Of course, other non-spirit 

players and NPC can't benefit out of it. 

"Drink it! Quickly!" 

"Ungh…!" 

Mark was beginning to lose consciousness, as he started falling into pieces. His bright red wood now 

turning black. 

I knew he could revive later, his soul wasn't hurt either, but I can't let him die here! 

I quickly drank the Elixir and gave it to him into his wooden lips, until he could drink it by himself. 

"Ungh?! Ahh…! W-What is- Huh?!" 

FLAAASH! 



His entire body started glowing with divinity, as he began to grow anew- No, even bigger and stronger! 

TRUUUUUMMM…! 

"W-Woaaah!" 

Ding! 

[The Effects of the : [All-Healing Yggdryad's Panacea (A+++ Rank)] has taken even greater results on 

[Player: Titan] because of his current Race!] 

[For a set amount of time, a part of the powers within his Divine Guardian Title have been unlocked!] 

He continued growing larger, and larger, resembling a gigantic tree! 

"GRRRRHHH?! ROOOAAARRR!!!" 

The Greater Blue Dragon, who had rushed to attend the Great Red Dragon Queen didn't took this too 

kindly, roaring furiously at us. 

"Gryyyaaarrrggh…" 

His mate groaned in pain, as he continued licking her wounds, which seemed to be slowly healing her… 

"I'm sorry, I know you two must love each other but… You're a menace to this city, and you've been 

revived with necromancy…" I said, standing over the shoulders of my titanic boyfriend. 

"That's right… You're long dead, your time has come to go back to the grave you were dragged out 

from!" Mark roared. 

His entire body exuded an aura of not just flames, but water and wind as well. I felt connected to his 

body as I sat over his gigantic wooden shoulders, as if my presence alone made him infinitely stronger. 

"RAAAAARRRGH!" 

"ROOOOAAARR!" 

The two dragons roared back at us fiercely, attacking with all their might! 
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Chapter 585: Fighting Against Two Great Dragons At Once! 

Ding! 

[The Effects of the : [All-Healing Yggdryad's Panacea (A+++ Rank)] has taken even greater results on 

[Player: Titan] because of his current Race!] 

[For a set amount of time, a part of the powers within his Divine Guardian Title have been unlocked!] 

[Player: Mark] has unlocked a part of his [Divine Aura] and [Divinity]!] 

[Duration: 5 Minutes.] 

Mark grew into a gigantic tree, which quickly gained enormous arms, legs, and a big head in the shape of 

a dragon-shaped helmet. Red and fiery eyes glowing beneath the ornament made of spirit wood. 
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His aura spread further around, exuding a celestial brightness akin to this "divinity", or perhaps, only a 

small part of what it was. Such power was completely in another level, I felt my own Aura and Spirits 

resonating with his own powers as I stood on his shoulder. 

"I have no idea what's going on, but that potion you gave me awakened something within me…" Mark 

pointed out. "Is this my power?" 

"It seems the potion had a really good effect because you were already a strong spirit, and maybe it 

worked similarly to the potions Acorn created to awaken his divine bloodline." I said. "I added you into a 

special Skill named "Divine Guardian" but you were supposed to just slowly develop these powers. Looks 

like this Panacea I made can help you temporarily awaken a small part of them prematurely!" 

"A-Amazing…" Mark smiled, quickly channeling his Mana. "Then we can't waste this power! [Totem 

Beast Spirit Magic]: [Whale Totem Spirit]! [Kraken Totem Spirit]! [Celestial Eagle Totem Spirit]! [Blazing 

Dragon Totem Spirit]! [Totem Spirit Fusion]!!!" 

Several and powerful Elemental Totem Spirits surged one after another, mixing with his gigantic body at 

the same time as the two huge dragons attacked. The Great Blue Dragon King was the only one that 

could move and did so rapidly. 

Utilizing its fast movements and incredibly sharp claws, it moved rapidly towards us and swung its 

gigantic, black claws, attempting to tear us down to pieces. 

"ROOOOAAARR!!" 

SLASH! SLASH! SLAAAASH! 

"RAAAAAHHH!!!" 

Mark concentrated his might into his fists, as they suddenly shapeshifted into gigantic dragon-like claws, 

striking back at the dragon. 

His body was still being torn to shreds by the dragon's sharp claws, but his regeneration speed was 

keeping up with the might of the dragon's attacks! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CRAAASH! 

"RAAAARGH!" 

Suddenly, the dragon opened its jaws, about to unleash a devastating Dragon Breath! However, this was 

a golden opportunity! 

"Thanks for opening your mouth!" I smiled, pointing my weapon at the beast's open jaws. 

"[Ray of Destruction]!" 

FLAAAAASSSSHH!!! 

I conjured the powerful Ray of Destruction Skill of my own World Boss Skill List, gathering all the Mana I 

had within my body and unleashing it into an utterly devastating, golden and green beam! The beat 

easily impacted the dragon's mouth, blasting its interior! 



BOOOOOOOOMMMMM!!! 

"G-GRYYAAARRRGGH…!" 

BAAAAAMMM…! 

With agony, the beast quickly fell into the floor, vomiting blood and its own fangs, coughing while its 

dragon breath ended detonating inside of its throat. Though, it had yet to die. 

"ROOOAAAARRRR!!!" 

With the roar of the Great Red Dragon Queen, suddenly, a tsunami of pure lava reached us, as it 

splashed right over Mark and us! 

SPLAAAAASSSH!!! 

I combined my barrier with the power of the water spirits, and then coated it around the two of us, 

resisting the burning lava to an extent before Mark's water spirits attacks were to cool it down into 

stone. 

"Ungh…! Elayne, are you alright?!" Mark asked. 

"I am! But where are the dragons?!" I asked. 

We quickly saw through the smoke, as the Great Red Dragon Queen was floating in midair! No, not 

really, she had conjured lava and lifted it off the ground, swimming on it! Woah, she could do that?! 

"GRRRHHH…!" 

Meanwhile, the Great Blue Dragon quickly stood back up, his aura growing darker and more malicious. 

The two dragons stood close together, deciding to face us at the same time. 

You've gotta be kidding me! 

"ROOOOAAARRR!" 

"SHAAAAAH!" 

Both dragons charged at the same time. I noticed that the Great Red Dragon Queen was still poisoned 

and her HP was slowly going down, but she was still going to battle bravely until we were to die. 

"Alright, I guess there's no helping it!" Rita's voice echoed from behind. 

"We're not done yet either!" Acorn said. 

"Not yet at all!" Lily roared. 

"As long as we're here, this is not over." Nieve flew forwards. 

"Ugh, you damn lizards!" Jenny groaned. 

"You guys are fine?!" I asked in surprise. "I was sure you got…!" 

I saw Rita grab everyone away, barely surviving the onslaught from the Great Blue Dragon King's first 

attacks. But I guess they were still willing to fight. 



"Well, if it wasn't thanks to your amazing domain and terrain, we would had probably considered 

retreating…" Acorn laughed. "But things are just starting! [Divine Beast Transformation]: [Attack 

Form]!!!" 

His small body started transforming, his chest became much bigger and his arms became huge and 

muscular, like those of a gorilla, his tail grew smaller and so did his back legs, his head became sharper, 

and his fangs bigger, alongside his claws. His size almost as big as Mark and the dragons. 

"GRAAAAARRRGH!" 

FLAAASH! 

With Acorn, Mark charged forwards, swinging his gigantic berserk sword, as both titans wrestled against 

the powerful Great Blue Dragon, claws and fangs clashed against one another, as Mark's sword wasn't 

doing near as much damage, but his wooden spears and Acorn's divine claws were doing wonders. 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CRASH! CRASH! CRAAASH! 

"SHYAAAAARGH…!" The Great Blue Dragon was slightly overwhelmed! His defenses weren't that strong 

either. 

"[Embodiment of the Night]!" Rita also transformed. 

FLAAASH! 

Her body transformed into the shape of a gigantic, monstrous bat creature. An embodiment of the 

Goddess that Night Elves and Dark Elves praised, the Goddess of Darkness and the Night, Nyx. 

"RAAAAAAH!" 

A third titanic beast joined the fight, as strong as the Great Blue Dragon was, he couldn't easily fight 

three enormous foes at once as easily! 

Meanwhile, I quickly leaped out of Mark's shoulders, joining with Jenny, Nieve, and Lily to finish off the 

annoying Great Red Dragon Queen, that was constantly firing fireballs and meteors. 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 586: Battling Two Bosses At Once 

"ROOOOAAARRRR! SHAAAAH!" 

The Great Red Dragon Queen greeted us with annoyed roars, as she controlled the endless lava coming 

from the depths pit where she was sleeping before, and continuously fired it as projectiles towards us. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOOM!!! 

Mark, Acorn, and Rita were taking care of the Great Blue Dragon with all of their combined might. We 

had to take down that red dragon before she became even more of a nuisance! 

"I'm surprised you're still moving even after having that thing stuck in your damn eye!" Jenny said 

angrily, suddenly, her entire body shapeshifted into a gigantic mass of tentacles, wrapping around the 

dragon's neck, and tightly attempting to asphyxiate her. 
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"GRYYYYAARRRRGH!" 

She cried in agony, suddenly falling to the floor as she lost concentration on her own Magic powers, 

generating a loud tremor. 

BAAAAAMM…! 

"GROOOAAARRRR!" 

The Great Blue Dragon swiftly leaped to her help, his face distorting with pure anger as he showed us his 

fangs like a rabid dog. However, Marks gigantic arms, Acorn's claws, and Rita's fangs grabbed the 

dragons neck and arms, dragging it back! 

"You're not going anywhere while you're facing us!" Mark roared, summoning the might of the totem 

spirits, as the kraken's tentacles wrapped around the dragon's torso. 

"Don't you dare underestimate us!" Acorn said furiously, using his tail to wrap around the dragon's 

body. 

"Ugh, this body is surely annoying to use, but whatever! Just stay where you are, lizard!" Rita said, as 

she opened her sharp jaws and pierced the dragon's neck with them. 

"GYYYAARRR! GROOOAARRRR!" The Blue Dragon grew furious, quickly kicking all three of them with 

rapid speed and piercing blows. 

At the same time, countless magic circles surged around his body, firing gigantic spears made of 

darkness towards all three of them that both pierced and exploded on contact! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOOM! 

They were barely tanking all those hits. Rita was the best at it because she had a really high Dark 

Element Resistance. While Mark and Acorn pummeled the lizard with as many attacks as they could, 

dragging him back to them so it wouldn't interrupt us. 

The over a hundred Lesser Blue Dragons had died by being caught in all the destruction of the attacks, 

being merely in the way for the most part. My territory summoned Spirits of Earth and Nature, which 

manifested as golems and walking trees that started taking them down when they grew weakened. The 

red dragon queen wasn't careful of hurting her husband's lackeys, so she even cooperated on 

weakening them for us. 

"GRYYYAAARGH!" 

The Great Red Dragon Queen, meanwhile, was being attacked by our combined attacks. Nieve 

summoned her garden of frozen roses, as countless explosions of powerful ice magic spread around the 

dragoness' body. 

At the same time, Lily summoned Ice Diamond Spears to pierce her gigantic body, the might of the earth 

spirits by pummeling her with enormous rock-made fists and used her gigantic hammer to hit her head 

multiple times. 



And lastly, Jenny tried to asphyxiate her by wrapping her entire slimy body around the dragon's neck, 

stopping her from unleashing her destructive dragon breath. 

Meanwhile, I gathered the might of the Water Spirits once more, this time, I imbued their power into my 

Weapon, the [Gaia's All-Purpose Tool]! 

"[Spirit Fusion]! [Spirit Infusion]!" 

FLAAAASH! 

I combined over thirty Water Spirits into a single mass, creating a brand new High Spirit of Water, 

resembling a beautiful azure snake, and then, I imbued them into the weapon! 

The weapon quickly changed its shape, becoming an enormous trident with the shape of a ferocious sea 

snake, overflowing with water energy. 

Ding! 

[By imbuing the power of the [High Water Spirit: Triton] into the [Gaia's All Purpose Tool], the weapon 

has temporarily transformed into the [Mighty Divine Trident of Raging Oceans: Triton] High Spirit!] 

[Summon Duration: 5 Minutes.] 

Firmly holding the trident, I imbued my legs with Mana and leaped out of the floor through the aid of 

Wind Spirits with the Sprit Leap Spell, reaching high above the Red Dragon Queen. The reason behind 

her might was her Dragon Blazing Fury Skill, which allowed her to take less damage on everything while 

being below 10% HP, while her magic became even stronger. 

However, that's ending right now, I don't want to prolong this damn fight any longer! 

"[Spiritual Attack]!" Channeling the power of the Great Spirit of Harvest, I unleashed a terrifying, blast of 

pure divine power alongside launching the trident directly towards the dragon's head! 

CRAAAAAAAAAASSSSSHHHH!!! 

The impact unleashed a tremendous shockwave of pure spiritual power, the trident swiftly pierced 

through the dragoness' scales, skull, and then everything else. 

BAAAAAAMMM…! 

Her massive body fell over the floor, finally dying in an instant, without even giving out a last scream. 

Her HP naturally plummeted to zero. And then, the titanic beast's body dissipated into particles of light, 

becoming dropped items. 

"GRRRGGGHHH…! GRAAAAHHHHH!!!" 

After seeing his mate dying, the Great Blue Dragon roared in fury. His entire body exuded an even 

stronger aura than before. And while his wounds had not regenerated at all yet, it seemed as if all the 

damage he had accumulated became part of his strength! 

Ding! 

[The [Greater Blue Dragon King: Lv 120] has grown completely furious and mad!] 



[The [Greater Blue Dragon King: Lv 120] has activated his Special Skill [Draconic Berserk Wrath]!] 

[While being below 50% HP, all taken damage will be transformed into stat bonuses and damage 

bonuses to skills, magic, and physical attacks!] 

[Total Bonuses: +250% to All Stats, +200% Damage Boost.] 

[An Aura of pure darkness is shrouding the surroundings, further boosting his Dark Attribute Magic 

power by +100%!] 

"ROOOOOAAARRRRR!!!" 

TRUUUUUMMMM…! 

With a ferocious roar that echoed across the entire caves, the Great Blue Dragon King unleashed a 

berserk, dark aura, as his eyes glowed bright red! 

CLAAAASH! CLAAAASH! CLAAAASH! 

With three attacks using his claws, he attacked Acorn, Rita, and Mark at the same time. Mark quickly 

managed to shield Acorn, who wouldn't be able to revive if he were to be taken down. 

"Unnggh! T-This bastard…!" Mark groaned; his body being torn to shreds! 

"Aarrgh…!" Rita's barriers shattered, as her two arms were sliced off easily. 

"Achlys! Titan!!!" Acorn cried in horror. 

"GROOOAARRR!" 

The Great Blue Dragon Stepped forward, opening its jaws and about to devour the squirrel whole! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 587: The Blue Dragon King's Fury 

Ding! 

[The [Greater Blue Dragon King: Lv 120] has grown completely furious and mad!] 

[The [Greater Blue Dragon King: Lv 120] has activated his Special Skill [Draconic Berserk Wrath]!] 

[While being below 50% HP, all taken damage will be transformed into stat bonuses and damage 

bonuses to skills, magic, and physical attacks!] 

[Total Bonuses: +250% to All Stats, +200% Damage Boost.] 

[An Aura of pure darkness is shrouding the surroundings, further boosting his Dark Attribute Magic 

power by +100%!] 

"ROOOOOAAARRRRR!!!" 

After seeing his mate being slain, the Great Blue Dragon lost his mind. With a new and more powerful 

Ability, the undead dragon unleashed a destructive shockwave of darkness. 
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And with an even stronger and faster body, he swung his claws three times consecutively! Mark barely 

managed to get in front of Acorn, as his gigantic wooden body was torn down to pieces, while Rita 

ended losing her arms! 

Their HP quickly started going down, Rita was constantly losing health because she lost her limbs and 

was bleeding all over! 

"Unnggh! T-This bastard…!" Mark groaned; his body being torn to shreds! 

"Aarrgh…!" Rita's barriers shattered, as her two arms were sliced off easily. 

"Achlys! Titan!!!" Acorn cried in horror. 

"GROOOAARRR!" 

The Great Blue Dragon Stepped forward, opening its jaws and about to devour the squirrel whole! 

FLAAASH! 

However, I got there much faster. With the bonuses I've accumulated to my Stats, and by holding both 

the Spear that was incrusted on the Red Dragon Queen's eye and the trident, I attacked with all my 

might! 

"RAAAAAAHH!!!" 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CRAAASH! 

Utilizing my slightly clumsy fighting style combined with my Spirit Farming Tool Mastery Skill and 

combining it with the Great Spirit's Spiritual Attack, each of my blows released shockwaves of spiritual 

energy, turning our surroundings into more Spiritual Forest Tiles. 

"ROOOOAAARR! GRAAAH!" 

However, while I was hitting it, the dragon moved faster than I thought, evading several blows by 

partially transforming a part of his body into pure shadows! And then, within the shadows, his jaws 

opened right above me, about to unleash a breath attack! 

"[Divine Beast Arts]: [Ratatoskr Kick]!!!" 

However, Acorn came in clutch, flying towards the beast as he transformed into a new form, the [Speed 

Form], which made him resemble a huge rabbit, his legs becoming naturally stronger! A double kick with 

those two big foot easily threw the Blue Dragon's entire body away, stopping his dragon breath from 

blasting me into oblivion. 

CRAAAAAAASSSH!!! 

"SHAAAAH!" 

However, seconds after being hit, his gigantic claws reached Acorn, slashing at him several times, and 

covering his large body with deadly wounds! 

"ACORN!!!" 



I quickly rushed to his help, spreading my entire body into several roots and branches, and catching him 

while the dragon's claws constantly tore me down to pieces. But thanks to my already set-up terrain and 

domain, I was able to constantly absorb Nature and Plants, and even fusing spirits into my body, helping 

me recover quickly! 

"ROOOOAAARRR!" 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CRAAAASH! 

While being torn down to pieces, I quickly utilized my Level 8 Spirit Magic Spells, combining them with 

my own healing blood Sap, and Green Magic Healing Spells! 

"[Light Spirit Call]! [Healing Celestial Light]!" 

FLAAAAASH! 

A few dozens of Light Spirits gathered in my hands, as they created a veil of celestial light, healing 

Acorn's wounds rapidly, at the same time as I feed him a potion made out of Yggdryad's fruits, 

recovering the Curses he had been inflicted when he was wounded. 

I spread this healing veil of celestial spirit light everywhere, healing all of my weakened allies. Rita and 

Mark's bodies started regrowing anew. Rita got her arms back, and Mark's wood quickly regrew as a 

new tree, gaining arms and legs. 

"RAAAAAARRRRRRR!!!" 

The Blue Dragon King didn't even let me rest for a bit, suddenly, he gathered all of his darkness into a 

single claw and used it to crush everything protecting me and Acorn, the claw alone generated a gigantic 

aura made out of darkness, resembling a roaring dragon! 

CRAAAAAAAASSSSHHH!!! 

My entire shield was shattered into pieces, as I threw Acorn away just before my entire body were to be 

torn to shreds! 

"GGRRRHHHH…!" The Blue Dragon glanced at my pieces of wood, and then glared at the rest of my 

friends. "ROOOOAAARRRR!" 

Furiously, the Great Blue Dragon charged towards Mark and Rita, and attempted to eat Acorn again, 

only for the two of them to unleash deadly magic right in front of his crazed face. 

"[Malice Darkness Magic]: [Eternal Void]!" 

"[Beast Totem Spirit Magic]: [Celestial Eagle Totem Spear]!" 

A gigantic distortion on space generated a huge black hole, the gravity pulling the dragon into it and 

quickly taking down his hefty health bar with each second! 

TRUUUUUMMM…! 

Meanwhile, one massive spear with the tip resembling the head of an eagle, covered on pure light, was 

launched from Mark's body, piercing the Blue Dragon's chest! 



CRAAAAASSSH! 

"[Earth Spirit Magic]: [Terra's Palms]!" 

"[Ice Spirit Magic]: [Eternal Frozen Palace]!" 

Lily and Nieve unleashed their strongest spells at the same time, as one gigantic palm made of pure 

earth, stone, crystals, and metals emerged from the ceiling, crushing the dragon down into the floor! 

BAAAAAAAMMM…! 

Meanwhile, an enormous frozen palace made of pure ice materialized, surrounding the dragon, and 

capturing it within! Beginning to quickly freeze his body and deal constant damage. 

FLUOOOOSH! 

Making use of the fact the dragon was not aware I had simply resprouted in another area of the terrain I 

had set up, I decided to sneak behind him. By merely creating roots with my foot and connecting them 

underground, I could easily regrow a new body. Of course, that cost a lot of MP! 

Thankfully, I have more than enough with the constant cycle of renewal I have thanks to my skills 

activating when I am within certain types of terrain, such as Forests, Nature, and so on! 

"Alright Partner, let's break this lizard's bones already!" The Great Spirit of Harvest roared. 

"[Great Spirit of Harvest's Might]! [Great Spirit's Pseudo Divine Aura of Harvest]!" 

The Great Spirit merged into my ever-growing body, as I quickly shapeshifted into an enormous maiden 

made of endless roots, leaves, and branches. 

"[Nature's Wrath]!!!" 

TRUUUUUMMMM…! 

Concentrating all of my energy together with hers, my entire body exploded into countless gigantic 

hands, tentacles, claws, and more made out of nature and plants, wrapping around the blue dragon! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 588: Victory 

Due to her request, we decided to go all-out this time, no more messing around! The Great Harvest 

Spirit swiftly merged her entire being into my new, growing body, as we channeled some of the new 

Spells I had unlocked from the [Great Spirit Vessel] Skill that had already reached Level 5. 

"[Great Spirit of Harvest's Might]! [Great Spirit's Pseudo Divine Aura of Harvest]!" 

The Great Spirit merged into my ever-growing body, as I quickly shapeshifted into an enormous maiden 

made of endless roots, leaves, and branches. Her Divine power and might was given to me for a few 

seconds, as I felt like I had become a goddess. 

With this endless power, I gathered it all into my entire body, and then, like a bomb, I let it all out into 

an extremely huge explosion! 
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"[Nature's Wrath]!!!" 

TRUUUUUMMMM…! 

Concentrating all of my energy together with hers, my entire body exploded into countless gigantic 

hands, tentacles, claws, and more made out of nature and plants, wrapping around the blue dragon! 

"GRYYYYAAAAAARRGGGHHH…!" 

The Great Blue Dragon King was incapable of escaping, as my entire body pierced his scales, flesh, and 

everything else, tearing down his body piece by piece, and quickly reaching his heart, slashing it into 

two! 

CRAAAAAASSSSSH!!! 

"GRUOOOOOOORRGGHHHH…!" 

With a loud, agonizing roar, the Great Blue Dragon King finally perished, his roar echoing across the 

entire Dragon Nest, yet his body quickly fell motionlessly, dissipating into particles of light. 

Ding! 

[You and your Party have defeated [Lesser Blue/Red Dragons: Lv90 ~ 95] x186!] 

[You and your Party have defeated [Great Red Dragon Queen: Lv120] x1!] 

[You and your Party have defeated [Great Blue Dragon King: Lv120] x1!] 

[You received: [Great Blue Dragon King's Draconic Heart (A+ Grade)] x1 [Crystalized Dragon Soul 

Fragments (A+ Grade)] x25 [Great Blue Dragon King's Meat (A+ Grade)] x250 [Great Blue Dragon King's 

Bones (A+ Grade)] x250 [Great Blue Dragon King's Claws and Fangs (A+ Grade)] x250 [Great Blue Dragon 

King's Draconic Eyes (A+ Grade)] x4 [Great Blue Dragon King's Draconic Blood (A+ Grade)] x50 [Great 

Blue Dragon King's Internal Organs (A+ Grade)] x100 [Great Blue Dragon King's Shadow Scales (A+ 

Grade)] x250 [Great Blue Dragon King's Spear Tail (A+ Grade)] x1 [Great Blue Dragon King's Soul Orb (A+ 

Grade)] x1 [Great Blue Dragon King's Egg (A+ Grade)] x1 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Draconic Heart (A+ 

Grade)] x1 [Crystalized Dragon Soul Fragments (A+ Grade)] x25 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Meat (A+ 

Grade)] x250 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Bones (A+ Grade)] x250 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Claws and 

Fangs (A+ Grade)] x250 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Draconic Eyes (A+ Grade)] x4 [Great Red Dragon 

Queen's Draconic Blood (A+ Grade)] x50 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Internal Organs (A+ Grade)] x100 

[Great Red Dragon Queen's Blazing Scales (A+ Grade)] x250 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Lava Swimming 

Tail (A+ Grade)] x1 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Soul Orb (A+ Grade)] x1 [Great Red Dragon Queen's Egg 

(A+ Grade)] x1 [Unique Potential Cubes (A Grade)] x20 [Unique Gear Enhancement Scroll (A Grade)] x20] 

[You earned 4500000 EXP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[Your Level has increased from Level 97 to Level 99!] 

[All your Stats have increased!] 



[You earned Stat Points and Skill Points.] 

[You earned +8000 Bonus Community Points from showcasing the might of your Territory.] 

[You earned +1000 Bonus World Boss Points from defeating a powerful Boss.] 

[You have gathered all Four Great Dragon's Fangs! Go back to the Dwarf City to reforge Gram with 

them!] 

"W-We did it…" I sighed in relief. "Ugh… Phew…" 

I quickly fell into the floor, most of my body dried out and died, as what was left of me was a tiny, baby-

like little plant girl. 

"E-Eh? What is this form?" I wondered, feeling weirded out. "Ah, even my voice became that of a little 

girl?!" 

"A-Ahahaha… Sorry, that's the… the backlash of overusing my powers." The Great Spirit laughed a bit. 

"Don't worry, you should be able to go back to normal in a couple of minutes! …Hours, maybe, I don't 

know." 

"Ugh… Well, fair enough." I sighed, I resembled what many would think is a "baby dryad" girl, my entire 

body was bright green, with no old bark on it, and there were small leaves growing around my hips and 

chest making barely any clothes. "I feel drained…" 

"Huh?" Mark slowly walked to see me, only to feel a bit shocked. 

"A-Ah…" I muttered, feeling embarrassed. 

"What happened here?!" Rita wondered, glancing at me. "Where's Planta?" 

"I am… Planta…" I sighed. 

"Eh? What?!" Rita suddenly stared laughing. "Pffff… You became a baby?! Hahahah!" 

"It's not funny!" I angrily said. "It is some sort of… after effect of using the Great Spirit's powers. I'm 

exhausted…" 

"I can't believe it! Lady Planta turned into a baby!" Acorn said. 

"C-Cute…" Nieve muttered. 

"What in the world?" Jenny was confused. 

"So cute!" Lily said. "Can I carry you?" 

"Ugh, stop it! I'm fine. I'll go back in a few minutes, I hope." I sighed. "Mark? Are you okay?" 

"C-Can I adopt you?" He wondered. 

"Geez, I'm not a kid!" I facepalmed. "For now I guess you can carry me around…" I quickly climbed over 

his body and sat down on his shoulders. "Okay, let's go back to the dwarf city now! We've got everything 

we needed, it's time to repair Gram!" 



"Okay, haha, sorry, but you look really adorable." Mark laughed. 

"Geez… This is just a dumb temporary form, stop making a fuss over it…" I sighed, feeling rather sleepy 

and weakened. "Ugh…" 

We walked across the Dragon Nest and slowly made our way back to the city, with the four Great 

Dragon Fangs with us, the only thing left to do was to repair Gram and put an end to Fafnir, who has 

been hiding in the Dragon Nest all this time. 

Once this entire place becomes safer, the Dwarves will be able to go back to their material mining 

duties, and their economy might finally recover to an extent, making things much easier for them. 

And as a result of that, we'll also be able to recover Titania's Sword! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 589: The Evil Dragon's Awakening 

Within the depths of the Dragon Nest, an enormous black scaled beast rested, his half-rotten body 

constantly absorbing phantasmal and death energies coming from the underground pits of Nether, that 

had appeared within the mountain at the same time as his hideout was discovered by the Dwarves. 

His body, which was much more weakened before, had gained almost all of his former strength, and a 

bit more. This Nether was like an Elixir to Undead, and as he had become an Undead after his defeat 

from the hands of his own adoptive son, Sigurd, in the long past, this evil dragon needed a lot of healing, 

his body was in tatters… 

Using this Nether provided by his Master within the depths of the Underworld, he quickly rose the 

Dragons from their fossilized corpses, their skeletons gained flesh and scales, and they healed and were 

reborn anew. Not even resembling Undead compared to him. 

This was the miraculous power of the Demon King of Death Thanatos, the ability to not just raise mere 

Undead, but to bring beings back to life altogether! What difference was between the Dragons from 

before when they were alive, and the newly risen ones? None! In fact, those that died and became 

Undead only became even stronger… 

With his Four Great Dragons, the Evil Black Dragon King of Greed, Fafnir, expected to take over this 

pitiful city of Dwarves, the descendants of his adoptive son, and then further expand his domain of 

Nether and Dragons across the Verdant Continent. 

However, for that, he would need to regain more of his strength. Because of this, he took much longer 

than he expected, after all, Sigurd had used the mighty Gram to defeat him, piercing his Dragon Heart. 

And even now, that piece of Gram remained on his dead Heart, inhibiting his regeneration completely. 

A manifestation made of phantasmal energy of the Demon King of Death emerged before Fafnir's eyes, 

as it resembled a large skull covered on a cloak of shadows… 

"Fafnir, I believe your recovering is going swiftly." It smoke. "The chains sealing me within the 

underworld will soon break." 

"I am well aware, my liege." The Dragon spoke. "I am looking forward to your resurrection, and the 

revival of the Kingdom of Sorrow." 
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"However, there are certain beings in our way." The Demon King spoke. "I want you to wipe everything 

out, mercilessly. I will give you as much power as you need, do your job well this time, and don't be slain 

by a brat." 

"I won't disappoint you anymore." Fafnir spoke. "That brat no longer is within us. And with Gram being 

shattered into pieces, there's nothing that can actually defeat me anymore. My powerful Scales that can 

reflect everything are invincible. I will bring down any foe you want! And I shall begin by setting this 

entire city of ungrateful dwarves into the flames of death… Their souls, will be your offering." 

"Good. I shall bring to you the might of my army." The Demon king laughed. "Destroy this pitiful city and 

bring to me the soul of the damned! The more I gather, the stronger my resurrection will be." 

"I will…" Fafnir nodded. 

FLASH! 

As the manifestation of the Demon King disappeared, Fafnir's enormous body slowly stood up, 

overflowing with power. He was already too bored of waiting any longer. Especially when someone his 

master wanted to kill really badly was going around this city too… 

The World Tree's Incarnation. 

"I might as well take her soul apart while she's still here…" Fafnir laughed. "Even if her body is that of a 

"Player" such powers cannot protect her soul from my magic… I will- Huh?!" 

Suddenly, with half of his face resembling that of a dragon skull, he glared into the ceiling, his eyes 

glowing with phantasmal light, showing a slight amount of shock as he sensed all four of his Great 

Dragons being slain, and over half of the dragon population being completely defeated… 

"When did this…?! Was it HER?!" Fafnir gritted his enormous fangs. "That damned tree! Fine, I've had 

enough rest!" 

He started walking across the Dragon Nest, his entire body making the whole mountain tremble with 

each of his steps. Each of his steps spread Nether everywhere. The blue and green liquid quickly 

spreading across his surroundings. 

Nether quickly caught the corpses of hundreds of other dragons, as their bodies were instantly regrown 

anew, and started marching at his side. Fafnir's eyes glowed with a menacing yet furious light. 

"I'll just destroy it all before you can even get back to that damned city." He spoke, his face curving into 

a creepy smile. "March, my legion of Undead Dragons! Devour and destroy it all!" 

"ROOOAAR!" 

"SHAAAAH!" 

"GRUOORR!!" 

. 

. 



. 

Within the Castle of the Dwarven Kingdom, King Dainn glanced at the developing city while holding a 

rather stern and calm expression. Yet his eyes clearly showed his concern. He was not only concerned 

about his city's declining economy, which was bringing more and more poverty to his citizens, but was 

also worried about the ever-growing danger of the Dragons within the Dragon Nest. 

He could only thank the gods that these dragons had yet to come to his city and devastate everything… 

And somehow, they all managed to survive until a group of powerful, brave adventurers arrived here to 

save them from their impending ruin. 

Yet even as strong as they showed to be, he was worried… What if it wasn't enough? What if they would 

end up dying? He wanted to trust them, but as a King, he had to always think of the many possibilities to 

prepare better. 

However, no matter how much he thought about these possibilities, he couldn't really think of any other 

way to solve them… He had to bet it all on them. 

The ghost of the long past, Fafnir, had arrived to bring ruin to the kingdom he had inherited from his 

father, which he had been taking care of for so long. 

"Father…" 

"Brisingra?" 
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Chapter 590: The Walking Catastrophe 

As the Dwarven King Dainn felt concern over his choices, and the grim future ahead, he was visited by 

his dear daughter. Who seemed just as worried as him, her blue eyes seemingly looking quite worried. 

"Father… I know they managed to defeat one of the Great Dragons, but are you sure they can just 

defeat all four of them?" She asked. 

"Brisingra, are you doubting Lady Planta and her allies?" King Dainn asked. 

"I… am not doubting their strength. I read through their intentions with my eyes, yet I couldn't find a 

hint of malice, nor lies within their words…" Brisingra sighed. "Yet… I think they might be too hopeful. 

Depending on Players to save our Kingdom is…" 

Brisingra wasn't just a normal Dwarf, her mother was actually an Elf Mystic, who wandered the world 

alone. However, in her last years of her long lifespan, she settled down in this city of dwarves, no less. 

Her daughter inherited one of her strongest Abilities, [Mystic Eyes of Truth], which allowed Brisingra to 

see through the truth of things, this helped her see intentions from people, if they were either malicious 

or good, if they were lying or saying the truth, and even the power to appraise items and see people's 

true potential. 

It was a power similar to how Players can see status and item descriptions, while NPC are unable to 

interact with the system like they can, although they are aware of the existence of leveling up, stats, and 

abilities and skills. 
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"I know you've been skeptic for a while, you're quite the good actress nonetheless." Sighed the King. 

"But it isn't as if there's any other option. I have already begun to plan the evacuation of our entire 

population if things become worse in the future." 

"Evacuation?!" Brisingra asked. "But if we can gather enough soldiers…" 

"You're underestimating the level of danger of this whole scenario. Although I am quite strong myself, 

and there are a few generals that are over Level 100, there's no chance for us to win." Said the King. "A 

Great Dragon would be all it would take to defeat us all… It was either betting this on them, or going 

away from this place, it is already too dangerous to stay for too long with those beasts nearby…" 

"Father…" His daughter sighed in hopelessness. "Is this because of Fafnir and the Demon King?" 

"He is already dangerous, but he might be even more of a threat if he can truly… bring the power of that 

monster." Sighed the King. "We barely suffered from the previous Demon Kings, but this one is quite 

connected to our city thanks to Fafnir. If he were to truly want to, we would already be dead. There 

must be something that is delaying him… We have to take this opportunity to slay him while he 

prepares." 

"And that's why you want the Gram to be repaired using the great dragon's fangs… the quest by itself 

was ridiculous. I never thought… you would ask such a thing out of them, and how they just agreed." His 

daughter sighed. "If… If only mom was here…" 

"Yeah, if she was here, her powerful Magic would probably be enough to take down those Great 

Dragons." Sighed the Dwarf. "But we can't rely on her magic might anymore. She's… long gone to a 

better place." 

"Mother… I remember she always talked about her home country." Sighed Brisingra. "The country of 

Elves, maybe where we could find the rest of her family." 

"You're not like us dwarves, Brisingra." Sighed her father. "You're much prettier, and you're amazingly 

talented with magic. I had thought that… if we were to be forced to evacuate, that you should go there 

and meet your maternal family. They might be rough, but I know they will take good care of you." 

"W-What?! What are you talking about, you old man?! I am not leaving you!" Brisingra complained. "If 

we have to I'll come alongside you!" 

"I've been feeling for a while that this declining place… Is only holding back your true potential, my dear 

daughter…" Sighed the Dwarf King. "I want you to-" 

RUMBLE! 

Suddenly, a loud tremor scared the two of them, as their eyes were directed to the origin of that 

explosion. Their eyes glancing at the city's outer walls, as countless of enormous shadows were trying to 

break through the walls, enchanted with magic to form a magic barrier of great strength, the last gift left 

behind by Brisingra's mother. 

BOOOOM! CRAAAAASH! RUMBLE! 



"My King!" Suddenly, a few guards rushed to the terrace where the King and the Princess were. "The 

walls are being attacked by the Dragons! A gigantic horde! There's at least three hundred of those 

monsters!" 

"WHAT?!" The King panicked. "If they're attacking… Does that means that Planta and her friends failed?! 

Are they… were they defeated?!" 

"I told you that we shouldn't bet it all on them, father!" The princess sighed, even though she was really 

friendly with them, deep down, she couldn't help but doubt their strength, even if they were so 

confident about it. "T-This is… Maybe they even abandoned us…" 

"B-But…" The King panicked. "No! T-There's still a way! Maybe they're on their way here…" 

"My King! We need your orders!" The guards said. 

BAAAAM! CRAAAASH! TRUUUM! 

"ROOOOAAARRR!!!" 

The magic walls were constantly being attacked, scratches and small cracks were already beginning to 

spread not only on the magic barrier but also the stone walls that were used as their catalyzer. 

The roar of a furious dragon, stronger than all other dragons in this mountain echoed across the deep 

caves, his enormous body slowly moving towards the city. 

"You foolish descendants of my traitorous son Sigurd. Your end is NEAR!" 

The Dragon's voice echoed into every person's heart and mind, making the citizens panic and scream in 

horror. His aura spreading into an endless darkness that drowned it all into obscurity… 

"W-What was that?!" Cried the princess. 

"T-That's… without a doubt, that was Fafnir!" The King muttered, tightly grasping his gigantic magic axe. 

"This is it then… Soldiers, evacuate women, children, and men that cannot fight, everyone else that can 

hold a weapon and smite something, bring them to the walls! We have to buy time and let everyone 

escape through the underground passage!" 

"V-Very well!" 

Fafnir, the walking catastrophe, was drawing near… 


